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There are spirits in each other
Each one sees another
'Till we change the differences
We tend to see.

All around us
Each one sees them gather in familiar places
We see familiar faces
All around the world

We hold on
Because if we don't, we might lose
The essence of one another
That keeps us who we are
And who we may be
So we hold on

Running the dead-end race
All my time, just to see your face
We are constantly faced with
A certain, expected clash
Yet we hold on and fight.

Running through races of thousands of dreams
Hoping for yours to come true
Running through strange, familiar places
Hoping that I will find you.

We hold on
Because if we don't, we might lose
The essence of one another
That keeps us who we are
And who we may be
So we hold on

I can learn to close my eyes
And picture a war that's not worth winning
Avoiding to face these battles
Wont help me when it comes down to the end
So we hold on and fight.

We hold on to a life unknown
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Oh, what mysterious beauty it's shown
To know the world as it is
And where the brightest light has shone
I Tried to believe but I know it's no good
This is something that just can't be understood

We hold on
Because if we don't, we might lose
The essence of one another
That keeps us who we are
And who we may be
So we hold on

I knew it was lost
But at what cost
Was it was to hold on to you?
I was so drowned
In the dreams of my head
But I try, 
And yet, I thought to myself
"I held on and fought"
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